PAR COLLEGE ACADEMY
IN ASSOCIATION WITH EASTON COLLEGE

PAR GOLF ACADEMY
ACHIEVE YOUR POTENTIAL
The PAR Golf Academy is aimed at talented and enthusiastic young
golfers who want to achieve their golf and educational potential.

How do we achieve this?
A dedicated golf training program with over 250 hours’ worth of direct
contact time with an expert team of coaches, specialising in a variety of
golf areas. Our team is based at the Norwich Family Golf Centre and is
where the majority of training will take place.

OUR
VISION
- Through
Performance and
Research, become
one of the leading
coaching facilities in
the UK.

Alongside golf training, participants will study with our academic partners,
Easton and Otley College which is situated next to our training facility.
The Level 3 Extended Diploma in Sport is a two-year course and is
equivalent to 3 A Levels, giving students the necessary knowledge to
pursue a variety of career options.

COURSE DIRECTOR

- To inspire current
and next generation of
golfers to love the
game.
- To develop golf
athletes

Lewis Clarke - Performance Coach

o MSc Sports Performance
o Golf Lab Engineer and Performance Fitter
o WedgeMatrix Instructor
o Level 2 Trackman University Certified
o Academy Squad Coaching Experience
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SPECIALIST COACHING

Here at PAR Academy, every session delivered has a focus on the key attributes that make for a
successful golfer: Physical, Psychological, Technical, Tactical and Social. Over the course of our
programme, students will develop over every one of these key areas to give them the best possible
chance of success in Golf. A big emphasis is also on these skills being transferred into everyday life.

“As coaches, we have the opportunity to have a significant impact on not just the
students golf, but how they become successful adults… our focus on every aspect of
golf performance reinforces important life skills” - Lewis Clarke, Course Director

OUR TRAINING FACILITY
The Norwich Family Golf Centre is our training base for PAR Academy
Students. A centre of excellence for golfers in the region, hosts an
impressive 28 covered range bays, outdoor grass bays and 2 short
game areas. The floodlit range is the largest in the Norfolk.

PAR Coaching Suite
Adding to our Mizuno Performance Suite and Trackman Fitting Suite,
comes our PAR Teaching Suite. Fitted with the latest golf coaching
technology, offering the most premium coaching services in the region.
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COACHING TECHNOLOGY
Why guess what you can measure?
Our coaching technology allows us to dive into the golfers swing and movements. This helps the PAR
Coaching Team accurately and objectively understand what and why is causing certain patterns.

Swing Catalyst Balance Plate provides detailed foot pressure data, accurate
pressure distribution, real time center of pressure (CoP) and CoP patterns.
These detailed parameters are impossible to see without the use of such
equipment.

KMotion is a 3D Motion vest, which evaluates the biomechanic movement of
the golf swing. This technology allows us to understand how important body
segments are moving during the golf swing. Biofeedback is one of the most
successful ways of learning.

Trackman 4 is used by 82 of the top 100 golfers in the world. It utilises a dual
radar system, which tracks the clubhead through the impact phase as well as
the ball… all the way until it stops rolling. The ability to track the ball
accurately than any other system is why we use it mainly for Club Fitting and
Yardage Analysis.

GCQuad is the world’s first quadrascopic launch monitor. Four high speed,
high resolution cameras deliver unprecedent image clarity throughout impact.
The ability to track the clubhead accurately than other systems is why we use
GCQuad mainly for Club Data.
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TRAINING PROGRAMME
Age and ability tailored group programme, focusing on all aspects of successful performance.

3 Sessions a Week

• Contact time with PAR Coaches, either on the range,
short game area or on the course

Purposeful Practice

• Every session designed with a purpose for progress in a
specified area

Strength &
Conditioning

• Weekly session with experienced S&C coaches in the
Performance Coaching Area at Easton and Otley College

Performance
Profiling

• Completed by coaches and student at start of term,
monitoring of progress throughout the year

Play and Compete

• On the course every week, in competition or on course
coaching

PERFORMANCE PLAN

Technical

Tactical

Psychological

Physical

From the Performance Profile, a Performance Plan is created. This will give students and coaches
specified areas of improvements to achieve over each term.
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EDUCATION
Powering your education through sport
Level 3 Extended Diploma in Sport Academies is an athlete development pathway for those students
who demonstrate a positive attitude to physical fitness, a healthy lifestyle, the motivation to succeed at
their sport, and a commitment to personal progression as performers. The sports academy pathway
allows students to combine study for an academic qualification alongside their personal development
as sports performers.

THE COLLEGE
The College is split across two sites, Otley Campus and Easton
Campus. Easton Campus is set across 245 hectares of land,
with a variety of vocational courses offered. The sports facilities
rival some of the best in the region, including a state of the art
Tennis Centre (Indoor and Outdoor Clay), 3G Pitch,
Performance Coaching Area and a Fitness Suite.

SPORT ACADEMIES
Alongside the PAR Golf Academy, Easton and Otley College already run a series of successful sport
academies in Football, Rugby and Tennis. Teaching groups are allocated with sport academy students
only, allowing students to engage with like-minded athletes across various sports.

Give aspiring young golfers the chance to fulfill their maximum golfing and
educational potential, through a professional academy
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PROGRESSION ROUTES
So, what can I do once I have completed?
After completion of the two-year course, students have many options and pathways to further their golf,
or academia.

Scholarship

Higher Education

Industry

Oppertunities to
progress playing ability
through funded
scholarships, in the UK
or abroad

Successful academic
students have the
chance to apply for
university degrees

Work placement
opportunities available,
also chance to enrol as
an Assistant PGA
Professional

ADDED BENEFITS
Membership at Bawburgh Golf Club
Team Logo Apparel
Discount on Hardware
Golf Education Certifications (PGA Level 1, Trackman etc)
Elite Development Environment
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INTERESTED IN
SIGNING UP?
CONTACT LEWIS, COURSE DIRECTOR:

Email: LCPC@peterfieldgolf.co.uk
Phone: 01603 740979
In Store: Peter Field Golf Shop – Norwich Family Golf Centre, Norwich, NR5 0GB

ACHEIEVE YOUR POTENTIAL

